Introduction to Policy Press

Policy Press is an international not-for-profit scholarly press based at the University of Bristol in the UK and partnered with the University of Chicago Press for marketing, sales, and distribution in North and South America. We are a specialist social science publisher which aims to improve social conditions with publications that will make a positive difference across learning and research and policy and practice. In this way, we have a social as well as academic mission – publishing critical thinking to highlight social issues, advance debates and promote change – in essence ‘publishing with a purpose’.
(For more detail see: http://policypress.co.uk/)

We have high quality standards and peer review all of our proposals and draft manuscripts. We also work closely and collaboratively with our authors and offer short production schedules.

Recognition and promotion

Policy Press was winner of the IPG Frankfurt Bookfair Academic and Professional Publisher of the Year 2016 against strong competition and was shortlisted for the Bookseller Academic, Professional and Educational Publisher of the Year 2016. Why we can’t afford the rich by Andrew Sayer won the British Academy Townsend Prize in 2015, several books were Books of the Year in The Guardian and Times Higher Educational Supplement, and two titles gained the prestigious American Library Association Choice Outstanding Academic Titles of the Year. In 2015 Policy Press had over 150 book reviews across newspapers, political magazines like New Statesman and The Economist and academic journals. Extracts from two books gained 31,000 Facebook shares and 1,187 comments in the widely read US political magazine www.salon.com.

Types of publications

Policy Press publishes around 120 books a year across a range of formats including: research monographs, edited collections, textbooks and other learning resources, practice-based texts, general interest titles and policy focused works. We have also recently launched a new Short format option to allow authors to publish their work quickly (12 weeks from final delivery) when between 20-50,000 words: http://policypress.co.uk/policy-press-shorts
We also publish 9 journals, including the new International Journal of Care and Caring which is being launched this year: http://policypress.co.uk/journals/international-journal-of-care-and-caring and a new journal on Gender-based violence which will launch in 2017.

What others say about us

"Policy Press has a critical role to play in our global political discourse. They deliver thoughtful titles on the issues that truly challenge our times." Sam Pizzigati, Institute for Policy Studies, Washington DC

"Policy Press are dedicated to publishing work that counts and serves a wider purpose, producing books with care and craftsmanship. Their books make a difference." Danny Dorling, University of Oxford

"Time and again Policy Press has published provocative and profound books on the vital topics of our day. We need publishers like this." Melissa Benn, journalist, campaigner

"Over the last twenty years the Policy Press has established itself at the forefront of social sciences academic publishing. Focussing on high quality writing which challenges and provokes, it has acquired an enviable reputation – not only for what it does, but for the personal and professional way in which it works with its authors." Professor Sir Malcolm Evans KCMG OBE

"Policy Press took me just as seriously when I was a beginning academic as they do today. I hope and plan to be a Policy Press author for the rest of my career." Salvatore Babones, University of Sydney

"Working with Policy Press is a delight. The team at Policy is efficient, helpful, and ready to understand authors’ little (and big) problems and dramas. Most of all they are a team, and to be part of that collaborative working is a real pleasure." Ann Oakley

"If I had the money, I'd establish a press like this in every part of America. Major houses are great, but it's places like these that publish the work that matters most." Linda Tirado, author of Hand to Mouth: Living in Bootstrap America
Partnership with SSSP

Agenda for Social Justice

Agenda for Social Justice: Solutions for 2016
Policy Press has partnered with the SSSP for the first time to publish the *Agenda for Social Justice* in 2016. Details of the publication are shown below.

In order to publish the book in time for the annual meeting, Policy Press arranged a short production schedule and organised for copies to be shipped directly to be included in the delegate’s packs for the event. These copies have been provided free of charge for the SSSP to give away to conference attendees in order to provide greater exposure for the publication and to highlight the partnership with Policy Press. As well as bearing the production costs (proofreading, typesetting, printing). Policy Press is also undertaking the marketing and distribution of the book worldwide.

EDITED BY Glenn Muschert, Brian Klocke, Robert Perrucci, and Jon Shefner
http://policypress.co.uk/agenda-for-social-justice
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/distributed/A/bo25295186.html

The Agenda for Social Justice: Solutions 2016 provides accessible insights into some of the most pressing social problems in the United States and proposes public policy responses to those problems. Written by a highly respected team of authors brought together by the Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP), it offers recommendations for action by elected officials, policy makers, and the public around key issues for social justice, including a discussion of the role of key issues of sustainability and technology in the development and timbre of future social problems. It will be of interest to scholars, practitioners, advocates, and students interested in public sociology and the study of social problems.
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Future Agenda for Social Justice publications

Policy Press is interested in continuing to collaborate in relation to this publication and we would like to discuss the possibility of expanding it into a longer book. We would also be open to the option of increasing the frequency and to be involved at an earlier stage when the content is being planned. Decisions in relation to future Agendas would be subject to approval by the Policy Press team and it is unlikely that an agreement would include the number of free copies provided for the 2016 Agenda.

Other opportunities for collaboration

Policy Press are interested in working with the SSSP on other projects given our similar aims and focus on social justice. This could include but is not limited to:
- A new book series on social justice/social problems (this could be a research monograph series or a series of shorter books on key topics)
- A new social justice journal (we realise this would need to be significantly different from the existing Social Problems journal, potentially focusing on inequality, social justice, social movements and public sociology)
- An annual edited collection related to the theme of the conference